NEW WASHINGTON ST. THEATER
CONSTRUCTED WITH MODERN DESIGN
New Boston Movie House On Historic Site of Old Adams House
The history of Adams Hall and "Adams House" once more becomes a center of popular interest, with the opening of the new theater, which is the latest in design and construction.

Among the fine and dirty buildings of Washington Street, the straight, modern lines of this new gem facade are shiningly evident. It is distinguished by a large marquee and a large vertical electric sign bearing the name "Paramount." Engineering Features
There are many construction features which give the theater interest from the foundation and steel, rain upon a foundation of solid rock. The building has been designed as nearly as feasible as possible with ample safety factors incorporated in the design. Thermodynamically calculated, air-conditioning devices will maintain a class of proper humidity of 72 degrees at all times of the day, and the interior environment, system, together with especially large and remote service areas, makes the auditorium particularly pleasant.

Special attention was paid to the acoustical properties of the newScreen house to make the best effects. Western Electric sound apparatus. Carpets, draperies, and other materials are all designed to absorb undesirable reverberations. The seating area, a four-manual Wurlitzer, was also accorded novel treatment. Considered from a rating stand point, the organ is a beautiful one.
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SALES!
PARIS SUSPENDERS
These are discontinued patterns we were able to buy at a reduced price, which enables us to offer them to our trade below the regular retail price.
These Sold for $1, 83, 9c, and 22 pair.

SALE PRICE, 79c. and 95e. per pair.

HOISERY SAIL
Examine these values and you will be convinced that you cannot afford to pass them up.
This Hoisery Sold for $1 and 32, 33 per pair.

SALE PRICE, 79c. and 95c. per pair.

ALSO A FEW ONLY
WHITE SHIRTS, Sale price $1.20
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